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INTRODUCTION 

On 5 April 2011, the European Roma Information Office (ERIO) together with the Cabinet of the 

Belgian Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for the Employment and Equal Opportunities, in 

charge also of the Migration and Asylum Policy,  Ms. Joëlle Milquet, organised a study day enti-

tled “European Roma Councils: a source of inspiration for Belgium”. The study day was held at 

the European Committee of Regions in Brussels. The meeting was attended by more than 100 

participants, including different stakeholders such as representatives of Roma and non-Roma 

civil society organizations, foreign Roma councils, European institutions, experts on minority 

Roma, Sinti and Travellers issues, local authorities and media.  

 

The aim of this study day was to:  

 

• gather representatives of Roma Councils from different EU member states to share their ex-

perience in the setting up of these structures (mandates, strengths and weaknesses). 

• to discuss concrete practices of proximity in order to analyse and to learn lessons from the 

practices taken in other countries. 

discuss the implementation of such Council in Belgium in connection with the Belgian reality. 
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SESSION 1 

Opening the conference: Mr. Philippe Bouchat (Director of Cabinet for Equal Opportunities 

of Ms. Joelle Milquet) welcomed all participants and presented shortly the program and ob-

jectives of the meeting. Ms. Cathy van Remoortere (Advisor to the Cabinet of Minister 

Milquet) gave an overview of the topic and the main findings and concerns that had been 

identified  during the number of meetings with Roma, Sinit and Travellers in Belgium, since 

the  launching of the project for the construction of a Belgian Roma Council in September 

2010. Mr. Ivan Ivanov (ERIO Executive Director) presented the expectations as an outcome 

of this event and highlighted the pressing need of an effective model for a Belgian Roma 

Council.  

 

 

3. EXPERIENCES FROM OTHER EU MEMBER STATES 

 

In the first part of the conference representatives from Roma Councils or Roma Agencies in 

Spain, Bulgaria, Romania and France shared their experience on the establishment of the ex-

isting Roma Councils in their country, best practices, successes and failures on behalf of their 

respective national structure. While the approaches to the setup of Roma Councils differed in 

each model that was presented, it was commonly agreed that ‘political will’ is essential for the 

successful establishment of an intermediary body between Roma, civil society and govern-

ment.  

 

3.1 Spain 
 

Ms. Rocio Ariño Serrano (Program Leader, General Subdivision of Social Programs, Ministry 

of Health, Social Policy and Equality) 

 

Background information and structure 

 

In 1998 a Committee was created which is now the current Roma Council. It promotes poli-

cies to improve the situation of the Roma community living in Spain. Later in 2005, a body 

was created having the Roma people as the aimed target. It includes: a) a plenary assembly 

(composed of President, first Vice President, second Vice President representing a Roma NGO 

and secretary) and, b) a plenary commission with 5 working groups dealing with projects 

promoting social cohesion. It includes 40 members of which 20 are representatives of the 

general administration of the state from different ministries and 20 are representatives of 

Roma NGOs, nominated for 4 years. 
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Some of the criteria for the selection of representatives of Roma NGOs: 

 

• be a national NGO 

• be a Roma organisation 

• have social programmes 

• have a gender balance 

have volunteers working for the NGO 

  

Aims 

 

• improvement of the Roma situation 

• collaboration and cooperation with Roma organisations and communities 

promotion of communication and social cohesion between the Roma and majority popu-

lation 

 

Funding  

 

There is no specific budget attached to the Roma Council as it is within the structure of 

the state administration and covered by the general state budget. All costs (e.g. travel-

ling, meetings, etc) are assumed by the state (i.e. Ministry of Equality). In addition, other 

sources of funding are also sought such as European Social Fund.        

 

Balance of performance  

 

The overall performance has been rather positive although there are some difficulties 

such as to obtain a single voice or position between the different Roma NGOs.   

 

3.2 Romania 

 

Mr. Ilie Dinca (President, National Agency for Roma)  

 

Background information and structure 

 

The National Agency was created in 2004. Its role at the ministerial level includes also 

coordination at both levels regional and local. Regional offices are responsible for the 

development of policies at regional level, the expansion of partnership and for monitor-

ing cooperation of social actors. Local offices are responsible for organising, planning 

and monitoring the activities of ministers to achieve Roma related tasks. The general 

approach used by the Agency is based on dialogue between different actors involved in 

Roma issues. 

 

Aims 

 

Improvement of the Roma situation 

 

Funding 

 

Costs are supported by ministries responsible for Roma issues. In addition, other 

sources of funding are also sought such as European Social Funds (e.g. to improve em-

ployment and social protection of Roma). 
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Action plan: Activities of the Agency are based on an action plan which is designed by 

the agency and Roma NGOs in cooperation with representatives of the relevant minis-

tries. The plan outlines activities for both national and local levels. Local activities are 

further discussed with local authorities of the respective municipality where the plan 

will be implemented. For the implementation, Roma NGOs are also supported finan-

cially by the Agency on specific projects based on an open call for proposals. 

 

3.3 France 

 
Mr. Stéphane Lévêque (Director, FNASAT (Fédération nationale des associations 

solidaires d'action avec les Tsiganes et les Gens du voyage) 
 

Background information and structure 

 

FNASAT was created in 2004. It is organised in associations, including three with na-

tional vocation: UFAT, ANGVC and ASNIT. In France there is a National Committee of 

advisory body of 40 members, composed of Travellers, experts, elected people and 

administrations. These four parties have to find joint proposals. Although this Na-

tional Committee exists, there are currently no members of civil society yet.  

 

Aims 

 

Improvement of local conditions of Roma 

 

Funding 

 

There is no budget for National Committee.  

 

Problems with National Committee 

 

• decisions are being made without consultation 

consultation is not compulsory, thus government can go ahead with policies without 

consulting 
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4.4 Bulgaria 
 

Mr. Georgi Krastev (Vice-chair of the National Council for Cooperation on Ethnic and 

Demographic Issues) Mr. Krastev is responsible for the Directorate responsible on 

Roma issues in Bulgaria.  

 

Background information and structure 

 

The Council was created in 1994. It deals with ethnic and demographic information 

and issues. It consists of four deputy ministries, some agencies (social protection, 

child protection agency, etc.) and NGO representatives who participate as external 

experts. In 2004 there were some structural changes of this council which made the 

Roma policy making distinct from the general policy on minority and demographic 

issues. 

 

Funding 

 

European funding under the operational program for human resources is used as 

main funding resource. 

 

Balance of performance 

 

Current main success of the Council is with health and labour mediators which are 

financed by the state through municipalities. However, the same success was not 

achieved with education mediators (e.g. school assistants). The council is now focus-

ing on the full implementation of the Bulgarian Framework Strategy for Roma inte-

gration. 
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4. EXPERIENCES IN ORGANISING MINORITIES IN BELGIUM 

In the afternoon session, Ms. Kim Janssens (Collaborator, Minderhedenforum) presented the 

work of the forum on Roma issues, how it works and its objectives. She described shortly the 

programs involving different minorities and highlighted some of the successfully programs of 

the Minority Forum. Ms. Janssens supported the idea of a Roma Council in Belgium and 

stressed the importance of the involvement of and consultation with Roma and other related 

groups.  

 

Mr. Bouhlal Radouane (Director, MRAX), also presented his experiences in working with mi-

norities, Roma and Traveller communities in Belgium. He insisted on the distinction between 

community pluralism and cultural pluralism and noted the distinctions of concepts and ap-

proaches between the Flemish and French speaking regions in Belgium. He argued that both 

approaches are limited since Roma are considered as foreigners. For him, it is important to 

have a Belgian Roma Council however he stressed the need to acknowledge cultural diversity.  

 

 

5. DISCUSSION WITH THE AUDIENCE 

After the presentation of the speakers there was a very interactive discussion with the audi-

ence. Most participants generally agreed that it is a time for the establishment of a Roma and 

Traveller Council in Belgium and that an urgent action should be taken in this regard. It was 

also stressed that both political will and commitment of the Belgian authorities are key pre-

requisites for the establishment of this Council. Some non-Roma participants expressed their 

doubts  on the readiness  of the  Belgian government to take this challenge, and that it may be 

better if Roma issues are considered under the umbrella of other already existing bodies deal-

ing with minority issues.  

 

Some Roma members of the audience called for a greater commitment from the Roma and 

especially Travellers communities. A representative of a Roma NGO was concerned that the 

dialogue between the Roma civil society and the Belgian government has lasted longer than 

expected, and that the Roma council should be established as soon as possible since this was 

already agreed with the organizations involved in the consultations around the Roma council. 

It was also interesting to see that many non-Roma participants have welcomed the idea for a 

Roma council and expressed their readiness to cooperate with the future council.  
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6. CONFERENCE CONCLUSIONS 

The conclusions of the conference were summarised by Ms. Virginie Cordier who moderated 

the afternoon session and Mr. Ivan Ivanov as moderator of the morning session. 

 

The Executive Director of ERIO Mr. Ivanov presented shortly the structure of and processes 

taking place in the Roma councils presented by the four guests from Bulgaria, France, Roma-

nia and Spain. He clarified that the purpose to invite representatives of this countries was to 

introduce practices from two states from Western Europe (i.e. old EU member states) and 

two from Eastern Europe (i.e. new member states), to get an idea of the work of such bodies 

and to present different structures and work with different communities including Roma, 

Sinti and Travellers (the groups planed to be under the focus of the future Belgian Roma 

Council). Mr. Ivanov highlighted once again the success and failures of these Councils and 

that this would be a good lesson for the Belgian structure.  

 

In addition, Mr. Ivanov underlined the reasons why this Roma Council should be established 

regardless of all challenges and problems it might face. Firstly, because most countries in 

Europe where Roma and Travellers live have already such Councils, despite their opera-

tional effectiveness. As the Roma population in Belgium is constantly increasing and many of 

the new comers and local Roma issues are growing there is an alarming need for such struc-

ture to cooperate with the Belgian government in order to seek solutions for these people. 

Secondly, the European Commission has adopted a European Framework for National 

Strategies, which has to be transposed and adopted by all EU member states by the end of 

2011 regardless of whether Roma and Travellers have problems or not in the relevant state. 

Thirdly, as Roma are invisible in Belgian society and they are considered as not equal par-

ticipants in all societal processes, the Roma Council will be an indicator that Roma and Trav-

ellers, as citizens of Belgium, are equal participants in the policy making and especially 

when it comes to policies concerning their own life and rights. 

 

Ms. Cordier summarised the statements of the speakers from her panel. The experience of 

both Ms. Janssens and Mr. Radouane shows that diversity has always been in the benefit of 

the society and the cultural and ethnic specificities of the represented groups should be 

taken into consideration when a policy development or intercultural dialogue is taking 

place. It was also confirmed that the involvement of a Roma Council in policy making will 

enrich the knowledge and understanding of the government of the specificities of these 

groups and would make their work with these communities much easier. 
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7. CLOSING SPEECH 

 

Ms. Joëlle Milquet (Deputy Prime Minister and Minister for the Employment and Equal Op-

portunities of Belgium) highlighted the need for a Roma Council since this could be one way 

to improve the conditions of Roma and Travellers. The Minister thanked ERIO for its essen-

tial role in the whole process around the Roma Council. She stated that her ministry will rely 

on ERIO for the further elaboration of the Council’s structure for the development of a Na-

tional Roma and Travellers Strategy in Belgium. Moreover, she expressed her view on the 

establishment of a Roma Council. Foreseen benchmarks, according to her, include the setup 

of an NGO in the first stage made of representatives of the communities in concern. The co-

ordination of the future Council will be taken by this NGO. The Council will include repre-

sentatives of NGOs from Roma, Sinti and Travellers communities. The number of the Council 

members should be 30 as 25 will be Roma, Sinti and Travellers and 5 non-Roma representa-

tives of the five regions of Belgium.  

 

Minister Milquet reminded that the Council should be initiated in the coming months if not 

weeks. The Council should be involved in the design of the National Roma strategy which 

deadline is until the end of the year, leaving not much time. Minister Miquet also referred to 

a specific funding which would be available for the support of the functioning of the future 

Council. To be efficient and effective there should be a good coordination between the Coun-

cil and the Belgian authorities as well as a strong support from the Roma and Travellers 

communities. The second stage in developing the structure of the Council will include work-

ing groups to deal with specific policy fields and authorities in order to ensure efficiency, 

good focus and coordination. The Minister concluded that this Council will be an experi-

ment, whose structure will be refined once its efficiency becomes apparent. 
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On 7 April, on the occasion of the International Roma Day and the adopted European 

Framework for National Roma Strategies, the Cabinet of Minister Joëlle Milquet and ERIO 

organized a press conference. The presenting panel included Minister Milquet, the Presi-

dent of the European Committee of the Regions Ms. Mercedes Bresso, Mr. Ivan Ivanov, Ex-

ecutive Director of ERIO, Mr. Angel Ekov, Administrative and Communications Officer of 

ERIO, Ms. Michaela Michai, local Roma activist and Maria Van Liembergen, representative 

of the Sinti community. A number of Belgian and international media visited the event and 

after the official statement they interviewed individually all panel members.  

 
Ms. Joëlle Milquet, Minister for Employment and Equal Opportunities, called for the crea-

tion of a “National Council for Roma and Travellers” whose mission would be to support 

policies for the inclusion of these discriminated communities. This call comes at a time 

where all EU member states are invited to propose a national strategy for Roma inclusion 

at the end of the year at the European Commission. The Minister proposed a National 

Council made up of 30 people: 25 representatives of the Roma, Sinti and Travellers com-

munities and 5 people representing the federal and federate governments. Set up as an 

asbl, the National Council would be organised around a national working group dealing 

with federal matters and four departments for regional and community matters. It would 

be financed in 2011 within the framework of call for proposals of the Fonds d'impulsion à la 

politique des immigrés (FIPI). Set up in the next weeks, this new structure would be respon-

sible to prepare the Belgian national strategy, to make recommendations alongside the 

governments and to create constant relationships with the administrations. The Commis-

sion set up four broad aims: education, employment, health and housing. 

 

At the press conference also attended the President of the European Committee of Regions 

Ms. Mercedes Bresso, who made clear that she welcomes the commitment of Minister 

Milquet on the establishment and support of a Roma Council and that she as the responsi-

ble person to the implementation of policies at national level, Ms. Bresso will fully cooper-

ate with the Belgian authorities for the realisation of this project. 

 

Mr. Ivan Ivanov director of ERIO stated that the Belgian government is the first from all EU 

member states to officially declare that it will adopt the European Framework for National 

Strategies for Roma Inclusion. ERIO welcomes the political will and commitment of Minis-

ter Milquet for the understanding by the Belgian Ministry on Employment and Equal Op-

portunities of the need for a Roma Council and the support for the implementation of this 

idea. Mr. Ivanov also stated that ERIO is ready to cooperate with the Cabinet of Minister 

Milquet not only on the idea for the Roma Council but in general when it comes to Roma 

issues and those concerning anti-discrimination and equal treatment. 
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